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It was 20 years ago that Breathing in Light 
and Love was first published. At that time 
it was approximately 20 years since I first 
experienced the technique of “rebirthing.” 
So it is fitting after 40 years of intimacy 
with the breath, to update the evolution of 
this form of breathwork and my growth 

A pioneer in breathwork and energetics, Jim Morningstar inspires the respect and 
admiration of practitioners in the field. His work with integrative techniques and his 
insights have encouraged my personal and professional growth. I found his Breathing 
In Light and Love motivating, and was inspired by his exposition of body reading 
techniques… to help clients unlock their full potential.

Dr. Belisa Vranich Clinical Psychologist, Author & Media Personality
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Newly Revised and Updated…
Breathing in Light and Love: Your Call to 

Breath and Body Mastery - 
2015 eBook by Jim Morningstar, PhD (289 pages)

How to translate the simple act of breathing into a life 
transforming process.
~Learn from a Pioneer and Master Practitioner
~Read the inspiring accounts of participants
~Discover your own breathwork
~Fit your breathing to your body type
~Breathwork and Your Call to Greatness
~Becoming a breathworker


